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Intuitive Motivation
● Supervised learning in Deep CNNs often

○ Optimized to categorize images according to semantic labels
○ Usually, next best guesses are very reasonable based on visual perceptual similarity
○ Indeed, top-5 error much smaller than top-1 error

on ImageNet

● Training to predict class labels ⇒ 
Learns about similarity between classes

● This paper: take this idea to the extreme
● If you trained a model to instance level ⇒

Does the model learn reasonable similarity 
measures between instances? 
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Main Idea: Instance level discrimination ⇒  Good/Useful 
Unsupervised Representations
● What are good/useful representations?

○ Useful for downstream tasks (often downstream classification)

● Often evaluated using a linear classifier for a downstream classification task
○ May not be a good idea: no good reason for model to learn linearly separable representations for a task 

that’s apriori unknown

● Formulate instance-level discrimination as a metric learning problem:
○ Use kNN: train and test better matched

● In this paper, evaluation (more on this later):
○ Image Classification (Imagent)
○ Transfer Learning
○ Object Recognition (PASCAL VOC 2007)
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Approach
● Goal: learn an embedding function
● Induced metric:
● “Parametric” softmax classifier: 

  
● “Non-parametric” softmax classifier:   
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Objective Function v1
● Maximize joint probability:
● Equivalently, minimize: 

● What’s the objective function saying?
○ Learn a metric/embedding such that every instance repels every other instance on a unit 

sphere; minimize total repulsion.

● Don't recompute features of every example for each term (duh)
● Maintain a “feature memory bank” V

○ Update corresponding entries after each learning iteration
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Challenge 1: 1.2 million class softmax!
● Cast problem into a set of binary classification problems:

○ Data sample or noise sample?

●  Probability that feature representation v in the memory bank corresponds to 
the i-th example

● Noise distribution:
● Assume noise samples  m times more likely
● Posterior: 
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Objective Function v2
● Posterior:

● Modified objective function:

● Another approximation: Assume partition function Zi is constant Z

Actual data distribution
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Challenge 2: Unstable training dynamics
● Only one data point per “class”

○ Unstable training dynamics
○ Change too much too fast

● Force representations to change slowly:
● For a positive sample/ “data point”

○  Loss function:

○ Overall loss function:
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Experiments: Linear SVM vs NN
● Top-1 on CIFAR-10

○ 10 classes, 50k training images
○ ResNet18 backbone, 128 dim feature vector

● How good is the NCE approximation?
○ 4096 about as good as m=49,999

● Linear SVM vs NN:
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Experiments: Image classification-ImageNet
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Experiments: Image classification-Places
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Image Retrieval 
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Image Retrieval 
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Semi-Supervised Learning
● Unsupervised training on ImageNet
● Small labelled subset to learn categorization model
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Object Detection
● PASCAL VOC 2007 
● Measure: mean average precision (mAP)
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Discussion
● In summary: train a DCNN to learn an embedding on a unit sphere where 

every point repels every other
○ Emergent: visually similar examples near each other

● How much of this depends on known “good properties” of CNNs (Saxe et al, 
NeurIPS 2010)?

○ Will non convolutional architectures produce similar desirable emergent properties?

● Can improve performance by “Local Aggregation” (Zhuang, Zhai, Yamins, 
2019)

● Comparison to “Unsupervised Learning by Predicting Noise” (Boujanowski 
and Joulin, 2017) should be interesting
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